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22 Types of DIF for a general 

dichotomouss IRT model 

A b s t r a ct t 

Forr a general unidimensional Item Response Theory (IRT) model for di-

chotomouss item scores, the definitions of conditional independence and 

thee absence of Differential Item Functioning (DIF), referred to as mea-

surementt in variance, are derived from a formal definition of unidimen-

sionality.. It is shown that both conditional dependence and DIF are 

violationss of the assumption of unidimensionality. In addition to the 

generall  DIF definition of unequal Item Response Functions (IRFs), def-

initionss of more specific types of DIF are discussed. In the literature 

threee main DIF distinctions are made between uniform and nonuniform 

DIF,, between unidirectional and bidirectional DIF, and between parallel 

andd nonparallel DIF. In this chapter, a fourth DIF distinction is in-

troducedd between partial and complete DIF, which is especially relevant 

forr nonparametric IRT models. Crossing the four DIF distinctions yields 

sixteenn DIF variations. The relationships among the eight types of DIF 

definedd by the four DIF distinctions are examined and the results show 

thatt only seven of the sixteen DIF variations can exist for the general 

IRTT model. Furthermore, it is examined which of these seven specific 

typess of DIF are excluded by or can exist for Mokken's nonparametric 

IRTT models, the two- and three-parameter logistic Birnbaum models and 

thee one-parameter logistic Rasch model. 

2.11 Introduction 

Differentiall  I tem Functioning (DIF) reduces the validity of tests used to 

measuree individual and between-group differences on a psychological con-

structt or trait. DIF exists when the measurement properties of a test item 
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aree not the same for different groups of examinees. That is. a DIF item mea-

suress either differently or different things for examinees of different groups. 

Soo conclusions about individual or group differences on the basis of scores 

onn a test containing DIF items could be misleading or false. Therefore. DIF 

itemss must be detected, and for this purpose several methods have been 

proposedd (Millsap & Everson, 1993). 

Fromm parametric Item Response Theory (IRT) models DIF detection 

methodss follow which operate within the measurement model. However, 

parametr icc IRT models may be too restrictive and may not fit  the empirical 

da taa adequately. Consequently, the tests of DIF that are incorporated in a 

parametr icc measurement model can be confounded with tests of fit. On the 

otherr hand, nonparametric IRT measurement models exist, which are less 

restrictivee and may fit the data more adequately than one of the parametric 

IRTT models. However, the measurement properties of nonparametric IRT 

modelss for the detection of DIF may be weaker than those of parametric 

IRTT models. 

Inn this chapter, the focus is on what DIF means for a general non-

parametr icc IRT measurement model for dichotomous item scores defined 

byy the assumptions of unidimensionality and nondecreasing Item Response 

Functionss (IRFs). The assumption of unidimensionality means that all 

i temss in a test are supposed to measure one and the same latent trait or, 

equivalently,, that the distributions of the item scores only depend on one 

latentt trait. The assumption of nondecreasing IRFs for a dichotomous item 

scoree model means that for each item the probability of a correct or pos-

itiv ee item score is a monotone nondecreasing function of the latent trait. 

Thiss assumption of nondecreasingness means that the IRFs are allowed to 

bee constant for a given interval of latent trait values as opposed to the 

assumptionn of strictly increasing IRFs, which restricts the IRFs to be in-

creasingg for each interval of latent trait values. This general nonparametric 

IRTT model for dichotomous item scores defined by the assumptions of uni-

dimensionalityy and nondecreasing IRFs is equivalent to Mokken's (1971) 

nonparametr icc Monotone Homogeneity (MH) model. Special cases of this 

modell  are Mokken's (1971) Double Monotonicity (DM) model and para-

metricc IRT models like the normal-ogive models (Lord & Novick, 1968, 
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chapt.. 16), the two- and three-parameter logistic Birnbaum models (Lord 

&&  Novick, 1968, chapt. 17) and the one-parameter logistic Rasch model 

(Rasch,, 1960). 

Fromm the assumption of unidimensionality it logically follows that the 

itemss of a test are conditionally independent given the latent trait, that 

is,, unidimensionality implies conditional independence (Kelderman, 1984). 

However,, conditional independence does not imply unidimensionality and 

thus,, these concepts are not equivalent. Another implication is that if 

unidimensionalityy holds, then the distribution of each item score conditional 

onn the latent trait does not depend on group membership (Kelderman, 

1984),, that is, unidimensionality implies the absence of DIF with respect to 

aa grouping variable. In general, DIF is defined to exist if the distribution 

off  an item score conditional on the latent trait depends on a grouping 

variable,, which means for a dichotomous item score model, that the IRF 

off  an item is not the same for different groups of examinees. So when for a 

givenn item DIF exists, the assumption of unidimensionality does not hold 

forr that particular item. Such a DIF item unintendedly measures at least 

onee other trait, which is associated with group membership. Consequently, 

thee comparison of individuals or groups of examinees on the intended latent 

traitt by means of observed DIF item scores may be invalid. 

Thee definition of DIF for a dichotomous item score model is general 

inn the sense that no specific relationship between the IRFs of different 

examineee groups is assumed. This general definition of DIF states that 

thee IRFs of different groups of examinees are different, but not how they 

differ.. Several definitions of more specific types of DIF are in circulation, 

off  which all interrelationships are not yet clear. The distinctions between 

thesee specific types of DIF are based on different relationships between the 

IRFss of an item for different groups of examinees. In the literature three 

mainn DIF distinctions are made between (1) uniform and nonuniform DIF 

(Mellenbergh,, 1982; Hanson, 1998), (2) unidirectional and bidirectional 

DIFF (Shealy & Stout, 1993), and (3) parallel and nonparallel DIF (Hanson, 

1998).. In this chapter, a fourth main DIF distinction is made between (4) 

partiall  and complete DIF, which is especially relevant for nonparametric 

IRTT models, like Mokken's MH and DM models. Because of the weak 
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assumptionss underlying these nonparametric models regarding the shape 

off  the IRFs. for these models DIF items can exist for which the IRFs of 

differentt groups of examinees are equal for an interval of latent trait values. 

Whenn for one item the IRFs of different groups of examinees are equal for at 

leastt one latent trait value but not for all. then partial DIF exists. On the 

otherr hand, when for one item the IRFs of different groups of examinees 

aree different for all values of the latent trait, then complete DIF exists. 

A nn objective of this chapter is to clarify all interrelationships between the 

specificc types of DIF that are defined by these four main DIF distinctions. 

Distinguishingg between different types of DIF is important for DIF de-

tectionn and DIF detection has its consequences for test administration. 

DI FF detection methods that test hypotheses about specific types of DIF in 

generall  have more statistical power to detect the type of DIF for which it 

hass been designed. Moreover. DIF detection methods that are based on 

thee general DIF hypothesis of unequal IRFs are to a certain degree able 

too detect each type of DIF, but such methods are not able to identify the 

specificc type of DIF. Identification of the type of DIF is important because 

dependingg on the type of DIF. a decision is made about the inclusion of 

aa DI F item in the test. Usually DIF items are deleted from the test after 

detection,, but not every DIF item has to be deleted for each testing situ-

at ion.. For example, when for a partial DIF item the IRFs of two groups 

aree equal for lower latent trait values and unequal for higher latent trait 

values,, then the item need not be deleted from the test when administered 

too a group of examinees with low ability level. Keeping the item in the test, 

iss beneficial for the reliability of the test, which is positively related to the 

numberr of test items. 

Inn Section 2.2, both conditional independence and the absence of DIF, 

referredd to as measurement invariance (Meredith & Millsap, 1992: Mered-

ith,, 1993), are derived from a formal definition of unidimensionality. In 

Sectionn 2.3, the four DIF distinctions are described for the simple case of 

twoo groups. Each of these four DIF distinctions defines two complementary 

typess of DIF. As has already been mentioned in Section 1.3, throughout 

thiss chapter, two types of DIF are called complementary, when they are 

mutual lyy exclusive (disjoint) and exhaustive. In Section 2.4, all theoret-
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icall  relationships between types of DIF that are not complementary by 

definitionn are examined under the assumptions of continuous IRFs and a 

continuouss latent trait. It is shown that given the four pairs of complemen-

taryy types of DIF, which produce ( 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 =) 16 DIF variations, for 

thee general dichotomous IRT model only seven specific types of DIF are 

distinguished,, which are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. In Section 2.5, 

itt is examined which of these seven specific types of DIF are excluded by 

orr can exist for Mokken's nonparametric IRT models, the two- and three-

parameterr logistic Birnbaum models and the one-parameter logistic Rasch 

model. . 

2.22 Unidimensionality, conditional independence 

andd DIF 

Inn this section, two new proofs are given regarding the relationships be-

tweenn unidimensionality and conditional independence, and between unidi-

mensionalityy and measurement invariance (or absence of DIF). First, it is 

shownn that the assumption of unidimensionality implies conditional inde-

pendencee of the item scores given the unidimensional latent trait. Second, 

itt is shown that the assumption of unidimensionality implies measurement 

invariancee of each item score with respect to group membership. 

Lett X = (X\. X2,  , XK) be the vector of K dichotomous item scores, 

thenn unidimensionality can formally be defined as (Kelderman, 1984) 

P(XP(Xtt = x , |H = h?6 = 0) = P{Xt =  Xi\Q = 0), for all i. x, h and 6, (2.1) 

wheree H is a vector of unkown dimension consisting of nuisance variables 

nott intended to be measured by Xi, and 0 is the unidimensional latent 

traitt intended to be measured, which is assumed to be continuous. 

Iff  the observed score on item i only depends on the latent trait intended 

too be measured, then H also includes the other items in the test. So if H is 

partitionedd into (R, Y) where Y is the K — 1 dimensional vector of the rest 

off  the item scores without Xi and R is the vector of remaining nuisance 
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variabless in H, then the definition in Equation 2.1 is equal to 

P(XP(Xll = xi\R = r.Y = y,<d = 6) = P{Xi = xl\Q = 6)Aor alii, x,r,yarned. (2.2) 

Forr convenience assuming that each variable in R is discrete (extension to 

thee continuous case is straightforward), then rewriting this equation yields 

P(XP(XZZ = ^ , R = r j Y = y .0 = 0) 

Movingg the denominator of the left-hand side to the right-hand side yields 

P{XiP{Xi = Xi,Il = r\Y = y,e=e) = 

PP (R = r | Y = y, 9 = 6) P (Xz = xz | 0 = 6). (2.4) 

Summationn over all levels of each variable in R produces 

P(XiP(Xi =  Xi\Y = y,e = d) = P{Xi = Xi\e = 0), for all i, x: y and 6, (2.5) 

whichh shows that the probability distribution function of Xz conditional on 

thee latent trait does not depend on the other item scores. 

Successivelyy repeating the following manipulations for each of the item 

scoress in Y yields the usual expression for conditional independence. If Y 

iss partitioned into (Xj, Z) where Z is the K — 2 dimensional vector of item 

scoress without X{ and Xj, then rewriting Equation 2.5 yields 

P(XiP(Xi = Xi,Xj = Xi\Z = z,e=6) 

Accordingg to the result in Equation 2.5, the denominator of the left-hand 

sidee of Equation 2.6 equals P (Xj = Xj \ 0 = 6). Moving the denominator 

afterr replacement with P (Xj = x]; | 0 = 9) to the right-hand side, gives 

PP (X, = Xi, Xj =XJ\Z = Z,Q = 0) = 

PP (X3 =xj\e = 8)P{Xi=xi\e = 0). (2.7) 

Repeatingg these steps for the other item scores in Z, finally yields 

K K 

P (XX = x \Q = 0) = Y[P{Xi =Xi\G = d), for alio, (2.8) 
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whichh is the usual expression for conditional independence (Lord & Novick, 

1968,, chap. 16). 

Next,, it is shown by means of a counterexample that conditional inde-

pendencee given one latent trait does not imply unidimensionality. Suppose 

aa test consisting of two items i and j , and let R be one of the discrete 

nuisancee variables in R. If the condition 

P(XP(X = x,R = r\Q = 0) = P(Xi = xi,R = r\e = 0)P(Xj = xj\e = 9), (2.9) 

forr all xi, Xj, r and 0, holds, then conditional independence in Equation 

2.8,, where K = 2, holds as well (summation over all levels of R). However, 

dividingg both sides of Equation 2.9 by P(R = r | 6 = 0) yields 

P(XP(X = x\R = r,Q = 0) = P{Xi = xi\R = r,e = 0)P(Xj = xj\e = O), (2.10) 

whichh shows that the probability distribution function of Xi is allowed to 

dependd on R in addition to 0. 

Justt like conditional independence, measurement invariance can be seen 

ass a model assumption which directly follows from the more restrictive as-

sumptionn of unidimensionality. If the observed score on item i only depends 

onn the latent trait intended to be measured, then the vector H in Equation 

2.1,, which consists of nuisance variables, also includes any grouping vari-

able.. Now, the standard probability manipulations used to derive Equation 

2.55 from Equation 2.1 must be carried out for a grouping variable G instead 

off  the vector Y of the remaining item scores. This yields 

P(XiP(Xi = Xi\G = g,e = 9) = P{Xi = Xi\B = 0), for alH, x, g and 0, (2.11) 

whichh is the formal definition of measurement invariance for all items with 

respectt to group membership (Meredith & Millsap, 1992; Meredith, 1993). 

Inn the same manner as for the relationship between unidimensionality 

andd conditional independence, it can be shown by means of an analogous 

counterexamplee that measurement invariance for all items with respect to 

groupp membership does not imply unidimensionality. Since this proof is 

similarr to the other proof, its details are not given here. 
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Forr a dichotomous item score model and for the simple case of two 

groupss (G = 1,2), the formal definition of measurement invariance for all 

itemss with respect to the grouping variable, given in Equation 2.11, becomes 

P{XiP{Xi = l\G=l,Q = 9) = P(Xi = l \G = 2,G = Ö), for al ii and 0, (2.12) 

whichh means that the IRFs of the two groups are identical. 

Likee any other IRT model assumption, measurement invariance has to 

bee checked for each item of the measurement instrument. If measurement 

invariancee does not hold for a certain item with respect to a grouping 

variable,, then the item functions differentially and unidimensionality is 

violated.. On the other hand, if measurement invariance holds, then no DIF 

exists,, but nothing can be said about the dimensionality of the item. In that 

casee the item can still be multidimensional. The general formal definition 

off  DIF was given by Mellenbergh (1985, 1989). For a dichotomous item 

scoree model and for the case of two groups the definition of DIF for item i 

iss formulated as 

P{XiP{Xi = l\G=l,e = 0)  ̂ P(Xi = l\G = 2,e = 0), for at least one (9, (2.13) 

whichh means that for item i the IRFs of the two groups are not identical. 

2.33 Definitions of types of DIF 

Thee definition of DIF given in Equation 2.13 states that the IRFs are not 

identical,, but the definition does not say anything about how the IRFs 

differ.. In this sense the definition of DIF in Equation 2.13 is general. In 

thiss section, eight distinct less general types of DIF are defined in terms 

off  more specific relationships between the IRFs of two groups, which are 

abbreviatedd P\{6) and P2(0) for the first and second group, respectively. 

Becausee each type of DIF is defined at the individual item level, the item 

subscriptt is omitted. 

Eachh of the four DIF distinctions, already mentioned in the introduc-

tion,, yields two general types of DIF, which are complementary (disjoint 

andd exhaustive). That is, if for a DIF item one type exists, then the other 

typee can not exist, and if for a DIF item one type does not exist, then the 

otherr type must exist. 
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2.3.11 Unifor m and nonuniform DI F 

Uniformm and nonuniform DIF were introduced by Mellenbergh (1982). Uni-

formm DIF means that there exists a constant relationship between the item 

scoree and group membership for all latent trait values, whereas nonuniform 

DIFF means that this relationship is not constant. The formal definitions of 

thesee two general types of DIF were given by Hanson (1998) in terms of the 

latentt odds-ratio. The latent odds-ratio is the between-groups ratio of the 

oddss of giving a positive or correct item score as a function of the latent 

trait.. Uniform DIF is defined to exist if the latent odds-ratio is a constant 

functionn of the latent trait unequal to one, that is 

PPll{6){l-P{6){l-P 22{6)} {6)} 
u>{9) u>{9) 6^1,6^1, for all 9. (2.14) ) 

pp22(e){i-p(e){i-pll{&)} {&)} 
Iff  the constant 5 is equal to one for all 9, then no DIF exists and the 

conditionn in Equation 2.13 is not satisfied. Solving for P\{9) from the 

latentt odds-ratio gives 

SPSP22(8) (8) 
Pi(0) Pi(0) forr all (2.15) ) 

ll  + {8-l)P2{9Y 
whichh expresses the relationship between the IRFs of the two groups when 

uniformm DIF exists (Hanson, 1998). A graphical example of the IRFs of 

twoo groups for an item with uniform DIF is given in Figure 2.1, for 6 = 1.5. 

Figuree 2.1: Uniform DIF 

Thee complement of uniform DIF is nonuniform DIF, which is defined to 

existt if the latent odds-ratio is not a constant function of the latent trait, 
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thatt is. 

UJ(6)UJ(6)  ̂ S. for at least one 9. (2.16) ) 

Inn terms of the relationship between the IRFs of the two groups the defini-

tionn of nonuniform DIF is 

6P6P22(9) (9) 
Pi{0)Pi{0) Ï -,, for at least one 9. (2.17) ) 

ll  + (5-l)P2(9) 
AA graphical example of the IRFs of two groups for an item with nonuniform 

DIFF is given in Figure 2.2. In this example, the IRFs of the two groups are 

equall  for some latent trait values, which means that the latent odds-ratio 

iss not a constant function of the latent trait unequal to 1. 

P(6) ) 

Figuree 2.2: Nonuniform DIF 

2.3.22 Unidirectional and bidirectional DI F 

Unidirectionall  and bidirectional DIF were introduced by Shealy and Stout 

(1993).. Unidirectional DIF means that the IRFs of the two groups do not 

intersectt and the definition is 

pp11 (9) / P2 (9), for at least one 6, and Pi (9) > P2 (9) , for all 9. (2.18) 

Inn terms of the latent odds-ratio the definition of unidirectional DIF is 

w(0))  ̂ 1. for at least one 9. and u{0) > 1, for all 9. (2.19) 

Bothh graphical examples of uniform DIF in Figure 2.1 and of nonuniform 

DIFF in Figure 2.2 are also examples of unidirectional DIF, because in both 

casess the IRFs of the two groups do not intersect. 
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Bidirectionall  DIF is the complement of unidirectional DIF. Bidirec-

tionall  DIF means that the IRFs of the two groups intersect at least once, 

wheree the location of intersection can be a point or an interval. The defi-

nitionn of bidirectional DIF is 

PiPi (9) > P2 (9), for at least one 9, and Pi (9) < P2 (9), for at least one other 9. (2.20) 

Soo when bidirectional DIF exists, the difference function P\(9) — P2(9) 

changess sign over 9 at least once. In terms of the latent odds-ratio the 

definitionn of bidirectional DIF is 

LO(9)LO(9) > 1, for at least one 9, an.du)(9) < 1, for at least one other 9. (2.21) 

AA graphical example of the IRFs of two groups for an item with bidirectional 

DIFF is given in Figure 2.3. In this case the IRFs of the two groups intersect. 

1 1 

P(6) ) 

Figuree 2.3: Bidirectional DIF 

2.3.33 Parallel and nonparallel DI F 

Parallell  and nonparallel DIF were introduced and defined by Hanson (1998). 

Parallell  DIF exists when the IRF of one group can be obtained by hori-

zontallyy shifting the IRF of the other group along the latent scale. Parallel 

DIFF is defined as 

Pii  (0) = Pï (0 + e), for all 9, (2.22) ) 
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wheree the constant e / 0, and can be interpreted as the amount of parallel 

DIFF on the latent scale for that item. In terms of the latent odds-ratio the 

definitionn of parallel DIF is 

uie uie 
P l ( 0 ) { l - P 2 ( 00 + e)} 

1,, for all 9. (2.23) ) 
PP22(6(6 + e){\ - P,(6)} 

AA graphical example of IRFs of two groups for an item with parallel DIF is 

givenn in Figure 2.4, where the IRF of one group is a horizontal translation 

off  the IRF of the other group. 

P(6) ) 

Figuree 2.4: Parallel DIF 

Thee complement of parallel DIF is nonparallel DIF, which is defined as 

P\P\ (0) ^ Pi (0 + e), for at least one 9. (2.24) 

Inn terms of the latent odds-ratio nonparallel DIF is defined as 

<jj{6<jj{6  | e) / 1. for at least one 6. (2.25) 

Thee graphical examples in Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are also examples of 

nonparallell  DIF, because in none of these cases the IRF of one group is a 

horizontall  translation of the IRF of the other group. 

2.3.44 Partial and complete DI F 

Inn this section, the distinction between partial and complete DIF is intro-

duced.. Partial DIF means that the IRFs of the groups are not equal, but 

thatt there exists at least one latent trait value for which the probabilities 
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off  a correct or positive item score are equal for both groups. The definition 

off  partial DIF is 

PPxx {$) ^ p2(0), for at least one 6. and Pi (9) = P2 (0), for at least one other 0. (2.26) 

Inn terms of the latent odds-ratio the definition of partial DIF is 

LüLü {9)  ̂ 1, for at least one 0, andw (9) = 1. for at least one other 9. (2.27) 

Thee graphical representations in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 are examples of partial 

DIF,, where the IRFs of the two groups are equal for at least one latent trait 

value.. However, in the example in Figure 2.2 unidirectional DIF exists, 

whereass in the example in Figure 2.3 bidirectional DIF exists. 

Thee complement of partial DIF is complete DIF. Complete DIF means 

thatt there does not exist a latent trait value for which the probabilities of 

aa correct or positive item score are equal for both groups, that is, the IRFs 

off  the two groups do not intersect or touch. The definition of complete DIF 

is s 

ppxx (9)  ̂ P2 {9), for all 9. (2.28) 

Inn terms of the latent odds-ratio the definition of complete DIF is 

LU{9)LU{9)  ̂ 1, for all 9. (2.29) 

Iff  complete DIF exists, then 

Pii  (9) > P2 {9), for all 9. (2.30) 

Inn terms of the latent odds-ratio this order restriction is rewritten as 

u{9)u{9) > 1, for all 9. (2.31) 

Thee graphical representations in Figures 2.1 and 2.4 are examples of com-

pletee DIF, where the IRFs of the two groups are unequal for all latent trait 

values. . 
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2.44 Relationships among types of DIF 

Inn this section, the relationships among the types of DIF defined in the 

previouss section that are not complementary by definition are examined 

inn the two-group situation. It is assumed that the IRFs are continuous 

functionss of the latent trait. Successively, the relationships between two 

pairss of complementary types of DIF are discussed. 

2.4.11 Unifor m and nonuniform DI F in relation to unidirec-

tionall  and bidirectional DI F 

Inn this subsection the relationships are discussed between: (1) uniform 

andd unidirectional DIF, (2) uniform and bidirectional DIF. (3) nonuniform 

andd unidirectional DIF, and (4) nonuniform and bidirectional DIF. The 

relationshipss are reported in Table 2.1 and they are shown in Figure 2.9. 

(1)) Hanson (1998) has shown that uniform DIF implies unidirectional 

DIF.. That is, uniform DIF must be unidirectional, whereas unidirectional 

DIFF does not have to be uniform. In Table 2.1, this relationship between 

thee row type of unidirectional DIF and the column type of uniform DIF is 

indicatedd by the symbol <=. 

(2)) If DIF is uniform, then it is unidirectional and it can not be bidirec-

tionall  because unidirectional and bidirectional DIF are mutually exclusive 

concepts.. Therefore, uniform DIF and bidirectional DIF are mutually ex-

clusivee concepts: uniform DIF can not be bidirectional and bidirectional 

DIFF can not be uniform. In Table 2.1, this relationship between the rowr 

typee of bidirectional DIF and the column type of uniform DIF is indicated 

byy the symbol 0. 

(3)) From the definitions of nonuniform DIF and unidirectional DIF it 

followss that these concepts partly overlap. Throughout this section, two 

typess of DIF are called partly overlapping concepts, when the types of DIF 

aree not equivalent, when one of the types of DIF does not imply and is not 

impliedd by the other type, and when the types are not mutually exclusive. 

Thee proof of this relationship between nonuniform DIF and unidirectional 

DIFF goes as follows. The latent odds-ratio definition of nonuniform DIF 
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(Equationn 2.16) states that the latent odds-ratio is not equal to a constant, 

whichh means that the IRFs of the two groups may or may not intersect. On 

thee other hand, the definition of unidirectional DIF (Equations 2.18 and 

2.19)) states that the IRFs of the two groups do not intersect, which means 

thatt the latent odds-ratio may or may not be constant. If the latent odds-

ratioo is not equal to a constant, but for all values of the latent trait larger 

thann or equal to 1, or equivalently, for all values of the latent trait smaller 

thann or equal to 1, then nonuniform unidirectional DIF exists. However, 

iff  the latent odds-ratio is not equal to a constant, but for at least one 

latentt trait value smaller than 1 and for at least one other latent trait 

valuee larger than 1, then nonuniform bidirectional DIF exists. On the 

otherr hand, if the latent odds-ratio is equal to a constant, then uniform 

DIFF exists, which in its turn implies unidirectional DIF. So nonuniform 

DIFF can be unidirectional or bidirectional and unidirectional DIF can be 

uniformm or nonuniform. In Table 2.1, this relationship between the row type 

off  unidirectional DIF and the column type of nonuniform DIF is indicated 

byy the symbol <%>. 

(4)) In the previous paragraph, it has been shown that nonuniform DIF 

doess not have to be bidirectional. However, in what follows it is shown that 

bidirectionall  DIF must be nonuniform. Bidirectional DIF is defined by a 

latentt odds-ratio larger than 1 for at least one latent trait value and smaller 

thann 1 for at least one other latent trait value (Equation 2.21), which means 

thatt the IRFs of the two groups intersect. So in case of bidirectional DIF the 

latentt odds-ratio is not equal to a constant and, therefore, bidirectional DIF 

cann not be uniform. If bidirectional DIF can not be uniform, then it must 

bee nonuniform, because uniform and nonuniform DIF are complementary. 

Inn Table 2.1, this relationship between the row type of bidirectional DIF 

andd the column type of nonuniform DIF is indicated by the symbol =>. 

2.4.22 Unifor m and nonuniform DI F in relation to parallel 

andd nonparallel DI F 

Inn this subsection the relationships are discussed between: (1) uniform 

andd parallel DIF, (2) uniform and nonparallel DIF, (3) nonuniform and 
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parallell  DIF, and (4) nonuniform and nonparallel DIF. The relationships 

aree reported in Table 2.1 and they are shown in Figure 2.9. 

(1)) Hanson (1998) has shown that uniform DIF and parallel DIF partly 

overlap.. That is, uniform DIF can be parallel or nonparallel and parallel 

DIFF can be uniform or nonuniform. In Table 2.1, this relationship be-

tweenn the column type of uniform DIF and the row type of parallel DIF is 

indicatedd by the symbol (g). 

Fromm the relationship between uniform and parallel DIF it follows that 

uniformm DIF can be nonparallel and that nonuniform DIF can be parallel, 

butt it is not yet clear what the precise logical relationships are between 

uniformm and nonparallel DIF and between nonuniform and parallel DIF. 

However,, if it is shown that nonuniform DIF and nonparallel DIF are not 

mutuallyy exclusive concepts, then it follows that uniform and nonparallel 

DIFF partly overlap, that nonuniform and parallel DIF partly overlap, and 

thatt nonuniform and nonparallel DIF partly overlap. The following indeed 

showss that nonuniform DIF and nonparallel DIF are not mutually exclusive 

concepts.. If the latent odds-ratio is a nondecreasing function of the latent 

trait,, ranging from values smaller than one to values larger than one, then 

forr at least one latent trait value this function is equal to 1, and e (from the 

definitionss of parallel and nonparallel DIF, Equations 2.22, 2.23, 2.24 and 

2.25)) is not a constant function of the latent trait, but varies and changes 

signn over 9. In this case nonuniform and nonparallel DIF exist at the same 

time.. So these concepts are not mutually exclusive and consequently, (2) 

uniformm and nonparallel DIF partly overlap, (3) nonuniform and parallel 

DIFF partly overlap, and (4) nonuniform and nonparallel DIF partly overlap. 

Inn Table 2.1, these three relationships are also indicated by the symbol <gi. 

2.4.33 Unidirectional and bidirectional DI F in relation to 

parallell  and nonparallel DI F 

Inn this subsection the relationships are discussed between: (1) unidirec-

tionall  and parallel DIF, (2) unidirectional and nonparallel DIF, (3) bidi-

rectionall  and parallel DIF, and (4) bidirectional and nonparallel DIF. The 

relationshipss are reported in Table 2.1 and they are shown in Figure 2.9. 
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(1)) Hanson (1998) states that parallel DIF implies unidirectional DIF. 

Thatt is, parallel DIF is unidirectional, whereas unidirectional DIF does not 

havee to be parallel. The proof that parallel DIF is unidirectional in case of 

strictlyy increasing IRFs, was given by Hanson and goes as follows. With 

strictlyy increasing IRFs, if Pi(9) = P2{9 + e) for all 0, then Pi{6) < P2{0) 

forr all 9 if e < 0, and Pi(0) > P2(6) for all 9 if e > 0. With monotone 

nondecreasingg IRFs the proof must be slightly modified and goes as follows. 

Withh monotone nondecreasing IRFs, if P\{9) = P2(9 + e) for all 9, then 

Pi{0)Pi{0) < P2(0) for all 9 if e < 0, and Px{9) > P2(9) for all 9 if e > 0. In 

orderr to complete the proof that unidirectional DIF does not have to be 

parallel,, it now suffices to show that unidirectional and nonparallel DIF 

cann exist at the same time. If e is not a constant, but varies with 9, then 

nonparallell  DIF exists. If e is not a constant function of (9, then it does not 

havee to change sign over 9. If e as a function of 9 does not change sign, 

thenn e does not have to be a constant and unidirectional DIF exists. So 

unidirectionall  and nonparallel DIF can exist at the same time. In Table 

2.1,, this relationship between the row type of parallel DIF and the column 

typee of unidirectional DIF is indicated by the symbol =>. 

(2)) In the previous paragraph, it has been shown that unidirectional DIF 

cann be parallel or nonparallel and that parallel DIF implies unidirectional 

DIF.. However, nonparallel DIF can be unidirectional but does not imply 

unidirectionall  DIF. The definition of nonparallel DIF (Equations 2.24 and 

2.25)) states that e is not a constant, but varies over 9. The definition of 

nonparallell  DIF states that e changes sign over 9. If e changes sign over 6>, 

thenn the IRFs of the two groups intersect and bidirectional DIF exists. So 

unidirectionall  DIF and nonparallel DIF are partly overlapping concepts: 

unidirectionall  DIF can be parallel or nonparallel and nonparallel DIF can 

bee unidirectional or bidirectional. In Table 2.1, this relationship between 

thee row type of nonparallel DIF and the column type of unidirectional DIF 

iss indicated by the symbol ®. 

(3)) If parallel DIF must be unidirectional, then it can not be bidirec-

tionall  because unidirectional and bidirectional DIF are mutually exclusive 

concepts.. Conversely, bidirectional DIF can not be parallel, because par-

allelallel DIF implies unidirectional DIF. Thus, parallel DIF and bidirectional 
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DIFF are mutually exclusive concepts. In Table 2.1, this relationship be-

tweenn the row type of parallel DIF and the column type of bidirectional 

DIFF is indicated by the symbol 0. 

(4)) If bidirectional DIF can not be parallel, then it implies nonparal-

lell  DIF, because parallel and nonparallel DIF are complementary. Thus, 

bidirectionall  DIF implies nonparallel DIF. In Table 2.1, this relationship 

betweenn the row type of nonparallel DIF and the column type of bidirec-

tionall  DIF is indicated by the symbol -<=. 

2.4.44 Partial and complete DI F in relation to unifor m and 
nonunifor mm DI F 

Inn this subsection the relationships are discussed between: (1) partial and 

uniformm DIF, (2) partial and nonuniform DIF, (3) complete and uniform 

DIF,, and (4) complete and nonuniform DIF. The relationships are reported 

inn Table 2.1 and they are shown in Figure 2.9. 

(1)) From the definitions of partial DIF and uniform DIF it follows that 

thesee concepts are mutually exclusive. The latent odds-ratio definition of 

partiall  DIF (Equation 2.27) states that the latent odds-ratio is equal to 1 

forr at least one latent trait value, but not for all latent trait values, which 

meanss that the IRFs of the two groups touch. From this definition of 

partiall  DIF it follows that the latent odds-ratio is not a constant function 

off  9 unequal to 1. Therefore, partial DIF and uniform DIF can not exist 

att the same time. In Table 2.1, this relationship between the row type of 

partiall  DIF and the column type of uniform DIF is indicated by the symbol 

0. . 

(2)) If partial DIF can not be uniform, then it must be nonuniform, be-

causee uniform and nonuniform DIF are complementary concepts. However, 

nonuniformm DIF can be complete DIF. The latent odds-ratio definition of 

nonuniformm DIF (Equation 2.16) states that the latent odds-ratio is not a 

constantt function of 9. This definition of nonuniform DIF does not state 

thatt the latent odds-ratio must be equal to 1 for at least one latent trait 

value.. If the latent odds-ratio is not equal to 1 for all latent trait val-

ues,, then complete DIF is defined to exist (Equations 2.29 and 2.31). So 
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nonuniformm DIF can be partial or complete. Therefore, partial DIF implies 

nonuniformm DIF. In Table 2.1, this relationship between the row type of 

partiall  DIF and the column type of nonuniform DIF is indicated by the 

symboll  =>. 

(3)) If uniform DIF can not be partial, then it must be complete, because 

partiall  and complete DIF are complementary concepts. So uniform DIF 

impliess complete DIF. In Table 2.1, this relationship between the row type 

off  complete DIF and the column type of uniform DIF is indicated by the 

symboll  4=. 

(4)) From the definitions of complete DIF and nonuniform DIF it follows 

thatt these concepts partly overlap. The latent odds-ratio definition of com-

pletee DIF (Equations 2.29 and 2.31) states that the latent odds-ratio is not 

equall  to 1 for all latent trait values, from which it follows that the latent 

odds-ratioo may or may not be a constant function of 9. On the other hand, 

thee latent odds-ratio definition of nonuniform DIF (Equation 2.16) states 

thatt the latent odds-ratio must not be a constant function of 0, from which 

itt follows that the latent odds-ratio may or may not be equal to 1 for at 

leastt one latent trait value. If the latent odds-ratio is a constant larger or 

smallerr than 1 for all latent trait values, then complete uniform DIF exists. 

Iff  the latent odds-ratio is not a constant function of 6, but for all values 

off  the latent trait larger or smaller than 1, then complete nonuniform DIF 

exists.. If the latent odds-ratio is not a constant function of 0 and for at 

leastt one latent trait value equal to 1, then partial nonuniform DIF exists. 

Soo complete DIF can be uniform or nonuniform and nonuniform DIF can 

bee partial or complete. In Table 2.1, this relationship between the row type 

off  complete DIF and the column type of nonuniform DIF is indicated by 

thee symbol <g>. 

2.4.55 Partial and complete DI F in relation to unidirectional 
andd bidirectional DI F 

Inn this subsection the relationships are discussed between: (1) partial and 

unidirectionall  DIF, (2) partial and bidirectional DIF, (3) complete and uni-

directionall  DIF, and (4) complete and bidirectional DIF. The relationships 
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aree reported in Table 2.1 and they are shown in Figure 2.9. 

(1)) From the definitions of partial and unidirectional DIF it follows that 

thesee concepts part ly overlap. The latent odds-ratio definition of partial 

D I FF (Equation 2.27) states that the latent odds-ratio is equal to 1 for at 

leastt one latent trait value, but not for all latent trait values. From this 

definitionn it follows that the latent odds-ratio may or may not vary as a 

functionn of 6 between values smaller than 1 and values larger than 1. On the 

otherr hand, the latent odds-ratio definition of unidirectional DIF (Equation 

2.19)) states that the latent odds-ratio is either smaller than or equal to 1 

forr all latent trait values, or larger than or equal to 1 for all latent trait 

values.. From this definition of unidirectional DIF it follows that the latent 

odds-rat ioo may or may not be equal to 1 for at least one latent trait value. 

Iff  the latent odds-ratio is either smaller than or equal to 1. or larger than 

orr equal to 1 for all latent trait values, and for at least one latent trait 

valuee equal to 1. then partial unidirectional DIF exists. If the latent odds-

rat ioo varies as a function of 9 between values smaller than 1 and values 

largerr than 1, then the latent odds-ratio is for at least one latent trait value 

equall  to 1 and partial bidirectional DIF exists. If the latent odds-ratio is 

smallerr than 1 or larger than 1 for all latent trait values, then complete 

unidirectionall  DIF exists. In Table 2.1, this relationship between the row 

typee of partial DIF and the column type of unidirectional DIF is indicated 

byy the symbol ®. 

(2)) In the previous paragraph, it has been shown that partial DIF can 

bee unidirectional or bidirectional. However, from the definitions of partial 

DI FF and bidirectional DIF it follows that bidirectional DIF must be partial 

DI FF and thus, can not be complete DIF. The definition of bidirectional DIF 

(Equationss 2.20 and 2.21) means that the IRFs of the two groups intersect 

att least once. Therefore, in case of bidirectional DIF the latent odds-ratio 

mustt be equal to 1 for at least one latent trait value. If the latent odds-ratio 

iss equal to 1 for at least one latent trait value, then partial DIF is defined 

too exist (Equation 2.27). Consequently, bidirectional DIF implies partial 

DIF.. In Table 2.1, this relationship between the row type of partial DIF 

andd the column type of bidirectional DIF is indicated by the symbol <=. 

(3)) In the second paragraph of this subsection, it has also been shown 
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thatt unidirectional DIF can be partial or complete. However, from the 

definitionss of complete DIF and unidirectional DIF it follows that complete 

DIFF is unidirectional and thus, can not be bidirectional. Complete DIF 

meanss that P\{9) — P2{6) 7̂  0, for all latent trait values, and consequently, 

thiss difference function does not change sign over 0. Thus, complete DIF 

cann not be bidirectional, otherwise P\{9) — Pi{9) must be equal to zero 

forr at least one latent trait value and must change sign over 9. Therefore, 

completee DIF implies unidirectional DIF. In Table 2.1, this relationship 

betweenn the row type of complete DIF and the column type of unidirectional 

DIFF is indicated by the symbol =». 

(4)) If bidirectional DIF implies partial DIF, then it can not be com-

pletee DIF, because partial DIF and complete DIF are mutually exclusive 

concepts.. If complete DIF implies unidirectional DIF, then it can not be 

bidirectionall  DIF, because unidirectional and bidirectional DIF are mutu-

allyy exclusive concepts. Therefore, bidirectional DIF and complete DIF are 

alsoo mutually exclusive concepts. This relationship between bidirectional 

DIFF and complete DIF also follows from their definitions, which has already 

beenn shown in the previous paragraph. In Table 2.1, this relationship be-

tweenn the row type of complete DIF and the column type of bidirectional 

DIFF is indicated by the symbol 0. 

2.4.66 Partial and complete DI F in relation to parallel and 

nonparallell  DI F 

Inn this subsection the relationships are discussed between: (1) partial and 

parallell  DIF, (2) partial and nonparallel DIF, (3) complete and parallel 

DIF,, and (4) complete and nonparallel DIF. The relationships are reported 

inn Table 2.1 and they are shown in Figure 2.9. 

(1)) Parallel DIF exists if P\{9) = P2(9+e), for all 6, where e is a constant 

unequall  to zero. If e is a positive value and if P2(9 + e) is a nondecreasing 

functionn in 0, then P2(B) < P2{9 + e) for all 9. Replacing P2{9 + e) by 

Pi{0),Pi{0), which are equal according to the definition of parallel DIF, yields 

^2(0)) < P\{9) f° r a u 0- So in case of parallel DIF, P\{9) may or may not be 

equall  to P2(0) for a least one latent trait value, which means that parallel 
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DI FF can be partial or complete. 

(2)) Nonparallel DIF is defined to exist if e is not a constant, but varies 

wit hh 8. The definition of nonparallel DIF allows e to be equal to 0 for at 

leastt one latent trait value. If e is equal to 0 for at least one latent trait 

value,, then P\{6) = P^iO) for at least one latent trait value and partial 

DI FF exists (Equation 2.26). If e is not equal to 0 for at least one latent 

t ra itt value, then P\{9)  ̂ p2{0) for all latent trait values and complete DIF 

existss (Equation 2.28). So nonparallel DIF can also be partial or complete. 

(3:: 4) Therefore, both parallel DIF and nonparallel DIF can be either 

part iall  or complete, and both partial DIF and complete DIF can be either 

parallell  or nonparallel. which means that parallel and partial DIF partly 

overlap,, that parallel and complete DIF part ly overlap, that nonparallel 

andd partial DIF partly overlap, and that nonparallel and complete DIF 

part lyy overlap. In Table 2.1, all four relationships are indicated by the 

symboll  ®. 

Tablee 2.1: Relationships among general types of DIF 
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2.4.77 Overview 

Inn Table 2.1, the results for all general types of DIF combinations are 

summarized.. The symbols, of which most have already been mentioned in 

thee previous section, are used to denote what kind of relationship exists 

betweenn two general types of DIF. Abbreviations of the types of DIF and 

thee symbols are explained in the note underneath the table. 

Crossingg the four DIF distinctions yields sixteen DIF variations, that 

aree shown in Figure 2.5. From the relationships among the general types 
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Figuree 2.5: Sixteen DIF variations 

off  DIF, summarized in Table 2.1, it follows that not all of these DIF vari-

ationss exist. First, it follows that only two special types of uniform DIF 

exist.. The implications show that uniform DIF must be both unidirectional 
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andd complete and can not be bidirectional or partial. However, since uni-

formm DIF. unidirectional DIF and complete DIF can each be either parallel 

orr nonparallel. uniform-unidirectional-complete DIF can be either parallel 

orr nonparallel. Second, it follows that only five types of nonuniform DIF 

exist.. Nonuniform DIF can be either unidirectional or bidirectional. If 

nonuniformm DIF is unidirectional, then it can be either parallel or nonpar-

allel.. If nonuniform-unidirectional DIF is parallel, then it can be either 

partiall  or complete. If nonuniform-unidirectional DIF is nonparallel, then 

itt can also be either partial or complete. On the other hand, if nonuni-

formm DIF is bidirectional, then it must be nonparallel and partial. So from 

thee relationships among the general types of DIF it follows that for the 

dichotomouss IRT model defined by the assumptions of unidimensionality 

andd nondecreasing IRFs only seven DIF variations exist, that is: 

(1)) uniform-parallel DIF (Figure 2.6), 

(2)) uniform-nonparallel DIF (Figure 2.1), 

(3)) nonuniform-unidirectional-parallel-complete DIF (Figure 2.4), 

(4)) parallel-partial DIF (Figure 2.7), 

(5)) nonuniform-unidirectional-nonparallel-complete DIF (Figure 2.8), 

(6)) nonuniform-unidirectional-nonparallel-partial DIF (Figure 2.2), and 

(7)) bidirectional DIF (Figure 2.3). 

ITT ..... 

PO)) / / 

Figuree 2.6: Uniform-parallel DIF 
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P(6) ) 

Figuree 2.7: Parallel-partial DIF 

P(6) ) 

Figuree 2.8: Nonuniform-unidirectional-nonparallel-complete DIF 

Thee relationships among the general types of DIF are combined in a dia-

gramm displayed in Figure 2.9, which represents the whole DIF space. Each 

off  the inner lines separates two general complementary types of DIF and 

thus,, cuts the whole DIF space into two segments. The separate areas 

representt the seven distinct types of DIF. 

2.55 Types of DIF for nonparametric and paramet-

ricc IRT models 

Thee seven special types of DIF have been distinguished for the dichoto-

mouss IRT model defined by the assumptions of unidimensionality and non-

decreasingg IRFs. If this model holds in each of two separate groups of 

examinees,, then it does not necessarily need to hold in the combined group 
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uf-ud-pl-cp p 
(Fig.. 2.6) 
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// nu-ud-np-pt ^ ^ 
// (Fig. 2 . 2 Ï ^ " 

// ^ ^ 

// ^  ̂ nu-bi-np-pt 
/ / / // (Fig. 2.3) 

Figuree 2.9: A diagram displaying mutually exclusive types of DIF; see Table 

2.11 for the abbreviations 

off  all examinees because of the possibility of DIF. If DIF exists, then the 

assumptionn of unidimensionality is violated and the model does not hold 

inn the combined group of all examinees. So if the general model holds in 

eachh of the two separate groups, but not in the combined group of all ex-

aminees,, then one of the seven types of DIF must exist, but none of them 

cann be excluded a priori. In the following subsections, it is examined which 

off  these special types of DIF in this sense can exist for or are excluded by 

Mokken'ss (1971) nonparametric IRT models, Birnbaum's (Lord &; Novick, 

1968)) three- and two-parameter logistic models and Rasch's (1960) one-

parameterr logistic model. 

2.5.11 Mokken' s nonparametric M H and DM model 

Sincee Mokken's nonparametric MH model (Mokken, 1971; Mokken & Lewis, 

1982;; Mokken, Lewis & Sijtsma, 1986; Junker, 1993; Meijer, Sijtsma & 

Molenaar,, 1995) is in fact equivalent to the general IRT model discussed 

inn this chapter, all seven types of DIF can exist for the MH model. In 

Sectionn 2.2, it has been shown that conditional independence logically fol-

lowss from the assumption of unidimensionality. Therefore, Mokken's MH 
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modell  is already defined by the two basic assumptions of unidimension-

alityy and monotone nondecreasing IRFs. The assumption of conditional 

independencee is redundant. 

Mokken'ss (1971) nonparametric DM model has the additional assump-

tionn of Invariant Item Ordering (IIO) (Sijtsma & Junker, 1996), which 

meanss that the IRFs of different items are not allowed to intersect. Be-

causee of this additional assumption, the shape of each IRF is restricted by 

thee shape of the IRFs of other items. However, in contrast to the IRFs 

off  the one-, two- and three-parameter logistic models, the IRFs of the DM 

modell  are still just monotone increasing (nondecreasing) functions of the 

latentt trait and therefore, each of the seven types of DIF distinguished can 

alsoo exist for the DM model. Since the IRFs of the parametric models 

aree strictly increasing logistic functions of the latent trait, for these models 

certainn specific types of DIF are excluded. 

2.5.22 Bi rnbaum' s three-parameter  logist ic model 

Inn this subsection and in those that follow, the item subscript is again 

omittedd because each expression is stated at the individual item level. The 

subscriptss used refer to the two groups. 

Thee IRF of an item under Birnbaum's three-parameter logistic model 

iss given by 

^ )) = 7 + ( l - 7 ) 1 + e Q ( M ) , (2-32) 

wheree the parameters 7, a and 0 are usually interpreted as a pseudo-

guessing,, a discrimination and a difficulty parameter, respectively. Using 

thee transformations a = a, b — —a(3 and c = 7, the IRF is rewritten as 

eeaO+b aO+b 
P(0)) = c + ( l - c ) T T - ^ . (2.33) 

Substitutingg the right-hand side of Equation 2.33 into the definition 

off  uniform DIF, given in terms of the latent odds-ratio function for the 

two-groupp situation in Equation 2.14, yields (Hanson, 1998) 

,,mm ( l - c 2 ) ( c1 + e-*+t ' ) 
" WW = (i-cOfe + e ^ ) =S* l> (2' 34) 
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wheree 0 < c i < l , 0 < C 2 < l, and 6 is a constant not equal to one. From 

Equationn 2.34 it follows that the function u){0) is a constant function equal 

too 6 if and only if the function 

r ,, _i_ pai&+bi 

iss a constant function of 9 equal to / |~ l̂ö. The function A(0) is a constant 

functionn of 6 if and only if the derivative of \{0) with respect to 6 is equal 

too zero for all 9. Therefore, the set of solutions for the item parameters is 

obtainedd by solving the identity 

a i0+6i i 

0.. (2.36) 
A'ww = s C\ C\ 

C22 +ea29+b2 

Thee derivative of X(9) is obtained by using the quotient rule 

w / mm (c2 + ea* 6+b2)aieaie+bl - {a + e
a'e+b')a2e

a20+h 

Settingg the derivative X'(9) equal to zero yields 

dd +eai0+bl _ aie
a'e+bl 

C2+eC2+eaa22e+be+b22 =  a2ea2e+b2' (2-38) 

multipyingg both sides with e_a $_u yields 

C i e- a i ö - 6,, + 1 

C2eC2e-a-a220~b0~b22 _|_ i 

aicaic22e~e~a2da2d--b2b2 +ai 

,.,.2e2e-b2-b2 . e-a28 + a i 

= = 

= = 

a ll  , , 

02 2 

a2cie-a i e-611 + a2 

a2cie"611 - e - °l ö + a2, (2.39) ) 

whichh gives the set of solutions {aic2e~b2 = a2Cie_bl, — a2 = — fti,ai = a2}-

Soo for uniform DIF to exist, a\ = a2 = a and cie- 01 = c2e~b2 must hold, 

otherwisee the latent odds-ratio depends on the latent trait. 

Hansonn (1998) showed that for the three-parameter logistic model par-

allell  DIF exists if and only if b\  ̂ b2, a\ = a2 = a and c\ = c2 = c. He 

showedd that parallel DIF is nonuniform (DIF type (3)) when a\ = a2 = a 

andd c\ = c2 = c > 0. Then, for the three-parameter logistic model it 

followss that parallel DIF is uniform (DIF type (1)) if and only if b\  ̂ b2, 
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aiai = Ü2 — a and c\ — C2 = c = 0. For if c > 0, then the difficulty parame-

terss of the two groups must be equal for uniform DIF to exist. But, when 

thee difficulty parameters are equal, no DIF exists, because then all item 

parameterss are the same in both groups. If the conditions a\ = a2 = a, 

c\e~c\e~blbl = C2e"b2, c\ ^ C2 and b\ ^ &2 hold, then uniform-nonparallel DIF 

(DIFF type (2)) exists. 

Iff  for the three-parameter logistic model DIF is parallel, then it is also 

complete,, because the logistic function is a strictly increasing function of 

thee latent trait. So parallel-partial DIF (DIF type (4)) can not exist for 

thiss model. 

Iff  DIF is nonuniform, unidirectional and nonparallel, then for the three-

parameterr logistic model it can also be either partial or complete (DIF types 

(5)) and (6)). If a\ > a  ̂ and c\ > C2, then there can exist b values for the 

groupss for which the IRFs touch in a single point. In that case the IRFs do 

nott intersect and partial DIF (DIF type (6)) exists. However, if under the 

samee conditions the absolute difference between the 6-parameter values is 

larger,, then complete DIF exists (DIF type (5)). 

Furthermore,, for the three-parameter logistic model bidirectional DIF 

(DIFF type (7)) can exist, for example when a\ ^ (22, b\ = 62 and c\ = C2. 

However,, bidirectional DIF for the three-parameter logistic model means 

thatt the IRFs of the two groups intersect in at least one and in at most 

twoo points and can not be equal for a fixed interval of latent trait values. 

Sincee bidirectional DIF implies partial DIF, for the three-parameter logistic 

modell  partial DIF also means that the IRFs of the two groups coincide in 

att least one and in at most two points. 

Soo if Birnbaum's three-parameter logistic model holds in each of the 

twoo groups, but not in the combined group of all examinees, then only 

parallel-partiall  DIF (DIF type (4)) is excluded by the model and the other 

sixx types of DIF can exist. 

2.5.33 Birnbaum' s two-parameter  logistic model 

AA special case of the three-parameter logistic model is Birnbaum's two-

parameterr logistic model, for which c = 0. Under Birnbaum's two-parameter 
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logisticc model the general definition of DIF implies that (a\ — Ü2}0 + [b\ — 

62))  ̂ 0, which means that either a\  ̂ a.2 or b\  ̂ 62 holds or that both 

hold. . 

Ass has been shown by Hanson (1998), if only the a-parameters are 

equall  for the two groups, then uniform DIF exists, which is equivalent to 

unidirectionall  DIF and to parallel DIF. Moreover, this type of DIF is also 

complete,, because uniform DIF implies complete DIF, as has been shown 

inn Subsection 2.4.4. On the other hand, if the a-parameters are not equal, 

thenn regardless of the 6-parameters, nonuniform DIF exists, which is always 

bidirectional,, nonparallel and partial. 

Thus,, if Birnbaum's two-parameter logistic model holds in each of the 

twoo groups but not in the combined group of all examinees, then only two 

off  the seven types of DIF can exist, that is, DIF that is uniform, unidirec-

tional,, parallel and complete (DIF type (1)) and DIF that is nonuniform, 

bidirectional,, nonparallel and partial (DIF type (7)); the other five types 

off  DIF are excluded. 

2.5.44 Rasch's one-parameter  logistic model 

AA special case of Birnbaum's two-parameter logistic model is the one-

parameterr logistic Rasch (1960) model, for which the a-parameter is equal 

forr all items and a = a\ = 02 f° r every item. Consequently, under Rasch's 

modell  the general definition of DIF implies that b\ ^ 62. So if Rasch's one-

parameterr logistic model holds in each of the two groups, but not in the 

combinedd group of all examinees, then uniform DIF exists, which is equiva-

lentt to unidirectional DIF, parallel DIF and complete DIF (DIF type (1)); 

thee other six types of DIF are excluded. 

2.66 Discussion 

Inn this chapter, the relationships between unidimensionality and condi-

tionall  independence and between unidimensionality and DIF have been 

discussed.. For the dichotomous IRT model defined by the assumptions of 

unidimensionalityy and nondecreasing IRFs, specific types of DIF have been 
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definedd in case of two groups of examinees. A distinction between partial 

andd complete DIF has been introduced which is especially relevant for non-

parametricc IRT models. The relationships among types of DIF that are 

nott complementary by definition have been examined and, finally, it has 

beenn investigated which of the resulting specific types of DIF can exist for 

well-knownn nonparametric and parametric IRT models, and which types of 

DIFF are excluded. 

Forr the general dichotomous IRT model discussed in this chapter it has 

beenn shown that unidimensionality implies both conditional independence 

andd the absence of DIF. This means that if the model fits the data, then the 

itemm scores are conditionally independent and none of the items functions 

differentially.. So, a violation of the assumption of unidimensionality can 

expresss itself through items that are not conditionally independent given 

thee latent trait or, depending on the measurement model, through different 

typess of DIF. However, if items are conditionally independent given the la-

tentt trait and do not function differentially with respect to some grouping 

variable,, then the items can still be multidimensional. First, each of the 

itemss could measure one or more additional latent traits that are not mea-

suredd by the other items. Second, there could always be another grouping 

variablee or some other variable with respect to which at least one of the 

itemss functions differentially. 

Thee different IRT models examined in this chapter differ from one an-

otherr by the assumption about the shape of the IRFs. It is clear that this 

assumptionn has consequences for the exclusion of specific types of DIF by 

eachh model. For example, if the Rasch model holds in two separate groups, 

thenn six out of the seven types of DIF distinguished under the general di-

chotomouss IRT model are excluded. In general, the less the assumed IRFs 

aree restrictive to the data, the fewer types of DIF are excluded and the 

moree types of DIF can exist. 

Thee four DIF distinctions used in this chapter are somewhat arbitrary. 

Otherr DIF distinctions can be made, for instance, one which is based on a 

definitionn of a type of DIF for which the latent odds-ratio is a nondecreasing 

functionn or even a parametric function. Moreover, nonparametric types 

off  DIF can be distinguished from parametric types of DIF. For example, 
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aa special parametr ic type of nonparallel DIF can be defined as P\ (0) = 

PiPi (??# + e). for all 8 and t]   ̂ 1 or e  ̂ 0. However, the four DIF distinctions 

usedd in this chapter have in one way or another been shown to be relevant 

forr DI F detection or test administration. 

AA conceptual analysis of specific types of DIF is important for the de-

velopmentt and investigation of DIF detection methods. The definition of 

aa specific type of DIF can be used to formulate the alternative hypothe-

siss within a DIF detection method, against which the null hypothesis of 

noo DI F can be tested. Different DIF detection methods exist in which 

differentt alternative DIF hypotheses are used. Two of the many DIF detec-

tionn methods proposed (Millsap k. Everson. 1993) are the Mantel-Haenszel 

proceduree (Holland & Thayer, 1988) and the logistic regression procedure 

(Swaminathann h Rogers. 1990). The null hypothesis to be tested in the 

Mantel-Haenszell  procedure is that the odds of a positive or correct item 

scoree in two different groups of examinees are equal for each total score level. 

Forr situations in which this null hypothesis is equal to the null hypothesis of 

equall  IRFs in different groups of examinees (Zwick, 1990). the null hypoth-

esiss is tested against the alternative hypothesis of uniform DIF. In spite of 

thiss alternative hypothesis of uniform DIF. it has been shown that nonuni-

formm DIF can also be detected by means of the Mantel-Haenszel procedure 

(Mazor.. Clauser & Hambleton, 1994). So. when the Mantel-Haenszel null 

hypothesiss of no DIF is rejected rightly, it is unkown which type of DIF 

hass been detected. On the other hand, in the logistic regression procedure 

hypothesess are tested regarding both uniform and nonuniform DIF, and 

simulationn studies have shown that in using the logistic regression proce-

duree both types of DIF can be identified (Swaminathan & Rogers. 1990: 

Rogerss & Swaminathan, 1993). So different detection methods exist that 

aree able to identify different types of DIF. Such methods must be robust and 

mustt have good statistical power, and both the robustness and the power 

forr detecting a specific type of DIF depend on the specific alternative DIF 

hypothesess used within the DIF detection method. 


